JAKKALS VERwarring
VERwarring
JACKAL CONFUSION
Many will say man can that be true when calling?
Surely not? – Well, yes it is true and it can be done.
This is something I was always sure of, but was not sold
on the fact – we call a jackal, he comes downwind and hits
overdrive as he winds you and so on, SO, try this!
USE TWO CALLERS- I have a Foxpro Fury and a Spitfire,
I make use of both and it has without a doubt made life far
easier. Here is my plan of thought.
A typical dog will move in a circle to downwind to try smell
that rabbit etc, so we must create a trick to outwit him and
make him make a mistake. I called 4 jackals with this
principal and all 4 got the wind WRONG. Now we make it a
decision a dog must make and add a little confusion in on
the deal, to try kill him.
NORMAL HUNT

This is a pretty normal setting with a single caller, pretty
much how everybody hunts, BUT NOW LOOK NEXT!

HUNTING WITH 2 CALLERS
X Caller 30m from road (Jackal BARKING CALL)

Wind

IDEA AND THOUGHT OF THIS CONCEPT
I pretty much call this a confusion set, it is a style we used
on a recent hunt and all four dogs approached the call
wrong! This cost them dearly as they are all dead!!
Using this concept confuses the jackal, he cannot decide
what sound to approach and using two at an angle makes
him think harder and chances are he will get the wind all
wrong.
The arrow to show his approach angle and the 4 RED
MARKS is the location of the 4 jackal we killed using this
method, see the places they died and see the wind
direction - they all got it very wrong!
THESE STANDS I USED FOOD - ON 5 SECONDS OFF A
MINUTE DO IT TWICE THEN GOOI JAKKALS BLAF, DAN
AF, THEN STRAIGHT AWAY FOOD 5 SECONDS ON WAIT
ONE MINUTE, CARRY ON 15, GOOI JAKKALS VEG, EN
KOS WEER, BY THEN THESE DOGS HET HULLE GAT
GESIEN.THEY ALL APPROACHED FROM THE WRONG
DIRECTION

This big male got the wind all wrong; he came in the other
side of the wind, and paid the price. He took a while.
I use the 2 caller system often now; it has really increased
the results.
Hope this helps, - I am often told, Man you have a real
grand website and was recently told its one of the best
around, and also why do I reveal so many secrets? Simple
– why not!

Happy calling!

